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Fire hazard lithium-ion batteries (LiBs)

The potential threats formed by lithium-ion batteries, demand an integral safety concept. Regular fire
safety solutions are often found to be ineffective in combating this specific fire risks.
To understand the dangers posed by Lithium-ion batteries, we need first to understand how they
work.
For example, a battery of an electric car, acts as the petrol and the petrol tank concurrently. This
makes the battery one of the most important components of an electric car, thus understand its usage
and operation is of great importance. Due to the fact that practically all electric cars are equipped with
lithium-ion batteries, the presence of a fire extinguishing technology able of combating this specific
fire risk, is of paramount importance.

How LiBs work
LiBs consist of four components:
1. Anode
2. Cathode
3. Electrolyte
4. Separator, or semi-permeable membrane.

After manufacturing of these components, they are placed in a cylindrical or rectangular shell as cells,
in the form of a tube or flat box. Four to ten cells are electrically connected to each other and brought
together in a module with its own management system.

LiBs battery packages are composed from these modules
and placed in an impact-resistant container. The
containers of certain brands are equipped with sensor
systems that measure the condition of the cells and heat
development in the battery. These containers also have
connection points for charging.
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Because like other batteries, LiBs can leak or catch fire, they are
built in a special, inherently safe way. Modern cells have an energy
density of about 130 to 160 Wh/kg. But in a full battery pack, the
average energy density is lower: about 80-110 Wh/kg.

Figure 3 shows the structure of a cylindrical LiB-cell. The energy flows from the outside in via the
anode. The energy leaves the battery via the cathode. During the discharging process, the lithium in
the anode loses an electron. It transforms into an ion that moves in the direction of the cathode. The
electrons leave the anode via the wire to the charge, and subsequently to the cathode. The
characteristics of the material the anode and cathode are made of determine the extent in which they
can accept or donate electrons; this is called the electrode potential. The difference between anode
and cathode potential determines the voltage of the cell.

Fig. 3. Structure and operation of a cylindrical cell of lithium-ion battery (source: Mitsubishi Chemical).

Cathode materials
Cathode materials make use of lithium transitional metal oxides. Here, lithium and the metals form the
positive ions, and the oxide forms the negative ion. The five materials for cathodes are:
1. lithium-cobalt oxide
2. lithium-nickel oxide
3. lithium-manganese oxide
4. lithium-iron phosphate
5. ternary compounds consisting of cobalt, nickel and manganese.
These cathode materials are mixed as powders with resins and solvents, then coated with aluminium
foil to form a cathode. Cathode materials determine characteristics like storage capacity and electric
output. They form the largest part of the production costs.
Important Japanese producers of cathode materials are alongside Nichia Chemical, Toda Kogyo,
Tanaka Chemical and AGC Seimi Chemical Nippon Chemical Industrial, Nihon Kagaku, Sangyo,
Nippon Denko, Sumitomo Metal Mining, Mitsubishi Chemical HD, Mitsui Engineering & Ship &
Building and Sumitomo Osaka Cement.
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Anode materials
The active anode material contains carbon in the form of graphite. This is applied to copper foil. There
are three types of anode materials: (artificial and natural) graphite, (hard and soft) carbon and alloys.
The graphite-based materials are already close to their theoretical charge capacity limit. Indeed, it's
mostly the alloys that open up the road to higher charge capacities for automotive applications.
Important Japanese producers of anode materials are: Hitachi Chemical, JFE Chemical, Nippon
carbon, Mitsubishi Chemical HD, Showa Denko and Kureha.

Electrolytes
An electrolyte is a mix of lithium salts, organic solvents and additives. Lithium-borate-tetrafluoride and
lithium-phosphate-hexafluoride are the most conventional salts. Propylene-carbonate, ethylcarbonate, dimethyl-carbonate and diethyl-carbonate are applied as solvents. The electrolyte acts as
a transport medium for the lithium ions. During the charging process, lithium ions leave the cathode
and move to the anode through the electrolyte; thereby passing the separator. During discharge, the
ions return to the cathode. The ion transport makes electrical current possible.
The use of non-aqueous solvents made it possible to increase the voltage of a battery cell to 4.2 Volt,
close to the theoretical limit of 6 Volt. Nickel-metal hybrid cars make use of aqueous electrolytes. That
means the voltage cannot go over 1.5, because electrolysis of water would take place. In practice, the
voltage of LiB-cells is at about 3.75 Volt. Ube Industries is the largest Japanese producer of
electrolytes. Mitsubishi Chemical HD, Tomiyama Pure Chemicals are producers of electrolyte
solvents.

Separator
The separator is a porous membrane consisting of polyethylene or polypropylene, which separates
the cathode from the anode to prevent short circuiting. It is placed in the electrolyte solution. In certain
brands the membrane will melt in case of overheating, stopping ion transport. Furthermore, the
separator protects the electrolyte, maintaining the conductivity of the battery. The largest Japanese
supplier is Asahi Kasei, followed by Tonen Chemical Sekiyu. Toray, Ube Industries and Mitsubishi
Chemical HD are also active in the market.
The anode’s contribution to the batteries total cost is roughly 13 percent, 36 percent for the cathode,
10 percent for the electrolyte and 14 percent for the separator. Copper aluminium foil take up 16
percent and other costs make up 12 percent. The materials and their processing make up about 40
percent of the total production costs of a battery pack.
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Fire
During production, transport and/or use of Lithium-ion (LiBs), impacts, strikes or internal
defects can ignite a battery or battery pack. Such an event is potentially dangerous and
can have tremendous consequences.

There are several examples.

Causes of fire


Cells bursting through heating and ignition of the liquid electrolyte forms, alongside the
explosion hazard, the largest fire hazard.



Certain parts in the production of lithium batteries are especially vulnerable. This is due to the
format and high energy density.



Thermal runaway in batteries caused for example by internal short-circuit is especially
dangerous during the construction of the cells.



High fire risks exist because of the large amount of energy stored in the cells.



Uncontrolled or a (too) fast discharge of stored chemical energy, through a technical defect or
incorrect treatment, causes the discharge of thermal energy which can cause short-circuiting
or the expulsion of electrolytes. It can cause fire or even an explosion.



Mechanical damage, electrical defects or excessive heat can also lead to leaking electrolytes,
thereby causing a fire or explosion.



Small spaces with high storage density, increase the probabilities of rapid fire propagation and
a subsequent chain reaction.



Fire residue can react violently and be very toxic. Depending on the electrolyte, even the
formation of extremely dangerous acid is possible.



Because lithium forms a very explosive gas when combined with water, conventional fireextinguishing systems cannot be used to put out the fire; especially not those fire-fighting
substances that contain water.
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Globally, there are many manufacturers of fire-extinguishing systems, currently working on developing
a suitable fire-extinguishing agent, but unsuccessfully so far.

Certain suppliers claim that they can extinguish lithium fires with water fog systems and
others claim that they can achieve the same by lowering oxygen levels. However, a
thorough study needs to be carried out of the lithium-ion technology before placing into
the market any kind of a fire suppression technology, since some of the proposed
agents, could exacerbate the situation instead of providing, actual fire suppression.
Fire hazards exist within the lithium-ion cells, and these can “infect” the
adjoining cells causing a chain reaction.

Research & Development
Our Research & Development Department led by Robert G.C. Reijns carried out painstaking
investigation (that included a considerable number of practical tests) to ascertain the suitability of the
FirePro Condensed Aerosol Fire Extinguishing Technology’s in controlling and extinguishing lithiumion fires.
The investigation results showed that the FirePro technology’s method of interrupting the chain
chemical reactions, by binding the free radicals offers an extremely effective and efficient way to
extinguish a lithium-ion fire.
Recently, thorough testing took place in the presence of suppliers, transporters, fire fighters and the
Accreditation body, KIWA. These tests have been recorded in an official KIWA report and are
available on request.
Conclusion:
Different fire scenarios and types of fire have their own peculiarities that need specific attention and
fire extinguishing all the more challenging. It is therefore many times not simply a matter of releasing
any fire-extinguishing agent within the enclosure, but also the careful consideration of a number of
other parameters that play an important role in achieving the desirable outcome.
For questions and/or further explanation, please contact FirePro Benelux / Fire Safety 4 You B.V.
De Stiel 6
3267CA Goudswaard
The Netherlands
Tel.
: +31 (0)186-699600
Email : info@firepro.nl
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20 January, 2017
Ref. GP 122 722 2017
Dear Distributor / Master Dealer,
RE: Lithium-ion battery Fire Test Witnessed by KIWA

Conventional fire-extinguishing agents face a number of challenges in
Combatting Lithium-ion battery fires. Certain Manufacturers claim that they can
extinguish lithium fires with water based systems, and others claim that they can
achieve the same with other extinguishing methods.
The reality is that some of the agents proposed by other manufacturers, could
exacerbate the situation instead of providing actual fire suppression, due to the
fact that Lithium forms a very explosive gas when combined with water.
A thorough testing of fire extinguishing scenarios involving Lithium-ion batteries
took place in the Netherlands. The whole procedure was led by Robert G.C.
Reijns (of FirePro Benelux) in the presence of clients, fire fighters and the
Accredited Certification body, KIWA.
These tests involved a considerable number of real Lithium-ion battery fire
scenarios. During these tests the capability and effectiveness of the FirePro
Condensed Aerosol Fire Extinguishing Technology to suppress such fires, was
assessed.
These tests have been recorded in a KIWA report and an official KIWA
Declaration of Design Evaluation was issued. The conclusions of this
Declaration are quoted below:
“A FirePro® condensed aerosol system is able to achieve suppression and
control mode over a period of at least 30 minutes, after ignition of a single 1,9
kWh Cleantron battery, with an actual aerosol density of 61 grams per cubic
meter”
The investigation results confirmed that FirePro technology’s method of
interrupting the chain of chemical reactions by binding the free radicals, offers
an extremely effective and efficient way to extinguish a lithium-ion fire.
Please make good use of this important information, which enhances once more
the superior performance of FirePro.
Thanking you,
The Management

FirePro Systems
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Declaration of Design Evaluation
according Guideline BRL-K23003/01 regarding

Fire Control Panel MACU and Lithium-ion battery tests

STATEMENT BY KIWA
With this declaration, Kiwa declares that legitimate confidence exists that the
products supplied by

Fire Safety 4 You B.V. located at Goudswaard,
The Netherlands
are in compliance with the specifications as laid down in this declaration.

Luc Leroy
Kiwa

This declaration consists of 3 pages.
Publication of the declaration is allowed.

Kiwa Nederland B.V.

Company

Certification Fire Safety & Security

Fire Safety 4 You B.V.
De Stiel 6
3267CA Goudswaard
The Netherlands
www.firepro.nl

Nevelgaarde 50
3436 ZZ Nieuwegein
Tel 088-9983055
Fax 088-9983059
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Fire Control Panel MACU (Mobile Activation & Control Unit) and Lithium-ion battery tests
Declaration
This declaration is based on the design requirements according Guideline BRL-K23003/01, Kiwa Declaration of Design Evaluation
P161200381 MACU and Kiwa report 161000995 Report of fire tests on Li-ion batteries based on condensed aerosol.
This declaration is based on the tests and the findings, as described in Kiwa report 161000995 Report of fire tests on Li-ion batteries
based on condensed aerosol, and in which the conclusion is:
“A FirePro® condensed aerosol system is able to achieve suppression and control mode over a period of at least 30 minutes, after
ignition of a single 1,9 kWh Cleantron battery, with an actual aerosol density of 61 grams per cubic meter”
Calculation of design density
Calculations shall be based on certification scheme’s BRL-K23001 and BRL-K23003.
General description of the test set up
The test is performed in a 40 feet container.
In the container, several cradles, square and round containers/bins and other objects, were placed in order to create a realistic test and to
be able to determine any adverse effect on surrounding materials.
The smoke detectors are positioned at the ceiling of the container and evenly spread.
Positions are according standard NEN2535.
The aerosol generators are positioned at the ceiling of the rear end of the container.
Note: More details can be found in Kiwa report 161000995 Report of fire tests on Li-ion batteries based on condensed aerosol.

Specifications
The products mentioned below belong to this product declaration.
Fire Alarm Control Panel:
Expansion module:
Fire Detectors:
Send module:
Input module:
Loop Cabling:
Other Cabling:
Power supply:
Battery controller:
Activator type:
Activator mechanism:
Activator specifications:

MACU Mobile Activation & Control Unit based on Siemens LOGO!8 12/24 RCE - 6ED1052-1MD00-0BA8
Siemens LOGO!8 AM2 - 6ED1055-1MA00-0BA2
Siemens OP110 (smoke detector)
LOGO!8 12/24 RCE - 6ED1052-1MD00-0BA8 (4 supervised outputs, activation of 1 to 4 extinguishing units
on output 4)
LOGO!8 12/24 RCE - 6ED1052-1MD00-0BA8 input for blocking switch, fault and smoke detectors
Unika, U-HFFRTm / 1x2x0,75 mm2 / 250V / IEC-60092-376 / IEC-60332-3 CAT.A / IEC-60331-21, 90ºC
Standard 24V DC cable
24V DC from truck, main battery pack(s) or generator(s)
Additional an internal power supply for time that the main external power supply is not available. The
internal power supply (battery) shall be capable to provide enough power for the ignition of the activators.
DR-UPS40, Suitable for 24V system up to 40A
Type E, standard type for all electrically activated FirePro® aerosol generators
Electrically activated, filament with powder load
resistance 1.6 – 3.6 Ω
Current for activation ≥ 800mA for 3 to 4 seconds
Voltage for activation 6 – 36 VDC
Maximum current without activation ≤ 20 ± 1 mA

Compatibility
The products mentioned above are compatible with the following FirePro non-pressurized generators:
FP-20,FP-40, FP-80, FP-100, FP-200, FP-500, FP-1200, FP-2000, FP-3000, FP-4200 and FP-5700.
All model type T
Application and use
·

See FS4Y Manual Version 01 dated 01-11-2016 and Siemens datasheets

Conditions for application
·
Design, calculation and installing is to be done by supplier or companies authorised by the supplier.
·
The conclusion only applies in case the structural integrity of an enclosure is guaranteed.
·
Before usage an instruction is to be given by a trainer or instructor for this product authorized by the supplier.
·
The installation and maintenance of the fire extinguishing components have to take place according to the specifications of the
supplier and local guidelines.
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Fire Control Panel MACU (Mobile Activation & Control Unit) and Lithium-ion battery tests
Manual
At delivery the products should be accompanied by a manual in the English language.
·
FS4Y Manual Version 01 dated 01-11-2016
·
Siemens User Manual LOGO!8 12/24 RCE - 6ED1052-1MD00-0BA8

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CUSTOMERS
Check at the time of delivery whether:
·
The supplier has delivered in accordance with the agreement;
·
The products show no visible defects as a result of transport etc.
If you should reject a product on the basis of the above, please contact:
·
Fire Safety 4 You B.V.
and, if necessary,
·
Kiwa Nederland B.V.
Consult the supplier's guidelines for the proper storage and transport methods.

